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The subject invention is concerned with a protective 
and re?ective device for a reclining individual and is par 
ticularly concerned with an enclosure that re?ects light 
rays, keeps undesirable materials from the user and af 
fords privacy. ' 

Individuals interested in absorbing lightrays, such as 
sun bathers or users of sun lamps generally enjoy this 
activity in a reclining position. ‘In this position cer 
tain problems are presented, particularly where the m 
dividual involved is a sun bather on a sandy beach. The 
effect of the wind blowing across the sand or the ground 
may be irritating. Moreover, other users in the immedi 
ate area may kick sand or otherwise annoy the reclin 
ing indiw'dual. Accordingly, it is seen to be desirable 
to have a type of enclosure which affords some measure 
of privacy for the sunbather. When an enclosure is 
used in this fashion, as shown in the subject invention, 
the walls can then be so positioned as to bene?cially in-_ 
crease the ordinary intensity of the light rays on the re 
clining individual. > 

This type of enclosure would generally be used by sun 
bathers at a beach or park, and it would be desirable 
to have an enclosure that can be collapsed into a com 
pact, lightweight, portable unit. 

_ Accordingly, it is an object of the present invention 
to provide a re?ective device enclosing a reclining in 
dividual. - 

Another object of the subject invention is to provide 
a protective and re?ective device that surrounds a re 
clining individual and bene?cially increases the natural 
intensity of light rays falling on the individual. 
A further object of the subject invention is to provide 

an outdoor protective and re?ective device that includes 
ground contacting elements enablingthe device to be set 
up on any type of a generally horizontal surface. 

Still another object of the subject invention is to pro 
vide an outdoor protective and re?ective device that in 
cludes associated portions allowing the walls of said de~ 
vice to be pitchedv relative to the supporting surface. \ _ 
A further object of the subject invention is to provide 

an‘outdoor protective and re?ective .device that can be 
collapsed to form a compact, lightweight, portable unit. , 
“Other objects will be apparent from the following de 

scription when read inconnection'with the drawings,‘ in _ 
which: . , v 

‘ ‘Fig. l isv an isometric view showing the protective and: 
re?ective device in theropen position ' 

Fig. 2 is an elevation view of an: intersection of the 
walls of the device showing’the walls in partially pitched ' position; 

Fig. 3 is new similarito Fig. 2 showing the walls in, 
the full pitched position; . . , r 

Fig. 4_,is‘an end view'of the left side wall,v ‘shown in 
Fig. ,1 in various pitched positions ' 
ing element attached thereto; . ‘ W _ 

5 is an enlarged isometric‘vie'w 
of a ground contacting element;' 

with a ground cqntgc‘t; ’ 

of an embodiment ' 
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Fig. 6 is an enlarged isometric view of ‘another em 

bodiment of a ground contacting element; 
Fig. 7 is an isometric view, partly broken away, show 

ing the protective and re?ective device in partially folded 
position; 

Fig. 8 is an isometric view showing the device in fully 
_ folded position; and 

Fig. 9 is an isometric view showing the device in use 
on an elevated structure. ‘ r . a 

' Referring to the drawings 2 by characters of reference 
Fig. 1 illustrates a front wall 20 comprising -a center bar 
21 and a pair of front panels 22 and 23 associated with 
center bar 21 by hinges 24 and 26. Left side wall 27‘ 
is seen to comprise a plurality of side panels 28, 29, 30 
and 31 with intersecting or pitching means 33 associating 
one end of side wall 27 with one end of front panel 22. 

Side wall 34 is similar to and corresponds with side 
wall 27 and comprises side panels 36, 37, 38. and 39, 
which are similar to and correspond with side panels 28, 
29, 30 and 31. Intersecting or pitching means 41 is simi~ 
lar'to and corresponds to pitching means 33 and associ 
ates one end of side wall 34 with front panel 23. 

It should be understood that pitching means 41 oper~ 
ates in the same manner as pitching means 33, and ac 
cordingly, only the function of pitching means 33-which 
joins side wall 27 to front wall 20 will be described, it 
being understood .thatpitching means 41 functions in the 
same manner in joining side wall 34 to front wall 20. 

It will be noticed that the side panels of side walls 27 
and 34 gradually diminish in height toward their. free 
ends. End‘panels 28 and 36.are seen to be the same 
height as front panels ‘22 and 23 while intermediate panels 
29, 30, 37 and 38 decrease in height and free end panels 
31 and 39 are the smallest in height. The diminishment 
in height of the side walls is possible as the reclining in 
dividual’s head will generally be positioned near the front 
wall 20 where the greatest height affords the most pro 
tection. The walls of the protective device are preferably 
formed of aluminum to afford a high degree of re?ection 
and lightness of weight, and the decrease in size of the 
intermediate and free end 
and cost of the device. However, the invention is not 
to be considered to be limited to any particular relation 
of size between the panels or to panels made of aluminum 
as any light weight material, such as plastic orcloth, 

In the aluminum 
embodiment shown the edges are turned over, as indi 
cated, for example, by edge 40 on panel 39 for easy, safe. 
handling, smoothness, and strengthening "of the panel. 
Also, in the Fig. 1 embodiment itwill be noted that free 

and 39 are connected. to adjacent panels 
30 and '38 by hinges 52 and 53, respectively, so that panels 
31 and 39 can swingoutwardly' in a 180° 
alongside panels 30 and 38. ‘Hinges 54 and 55 connect 
intermediate. panels 30 and 38 to- adjacent 

so that panels 30‘ and 38 
can swinginwardly ’in.a 180° arc‘ and‘ fold alongside 
panels 29 and 37. Hinges 57 and 
panels 29 and37 to end panels 28 ‘and 36,.respectively, 
so that panels 29 and 37 can swing outwardly in a 180° 

hinges, (not. shown) on‘ pitching means v41 'coinnect' end 
panels 28 and 36 to-front panels'22 and 23, respectively, 
so that panels :28 and 36 can‘ swing inwardly in a 90° "arc I 
and fold; alongside. panels 22, and 23; Thus, the re?ective. 

Vi. ‘device is shortened by collapsing into a compact, portable 
unit. 

‘ ,_ > , portions 42 and 43V mounted at 

their lower. ends onpivots 1.7.45 and 50, respectively, .to' ' 
r’ lower corners of ‘end panel 28 and'front panel 22,'respec 

' tively. __ As more clearly‘ seen in Figs-2 and 3 corner por 

panels will decrease the weight, 

arc: and fold ' 

intermediate ~ 

58 connect intermediate 

and 36. Hinges 59 and 1 

Pitchingor corner means comprises a_.pair,of triw - 
. angular shaped corner 
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tions 42 and 43 have elongated arcuate slots 44 and 46 
formed in their upper sections. Threaded pins 47 and 43 
are ?xedly mounted in adjacent upper corners of panels 
22 and 28 and adapted to project through and slidably 

t in slots 44 and 46, respectively. Wing nuts 49 and 51 
are threaded on pins 47 and 48 ‘for locking, the pins in any 
selected position along the slots. 
A plurality of elements shown as ground contacting 

supports 62 may be attached by hinges 63 to side walls 
27 and 34. Only one element is shown in Fig. 1 but more 
than one could be attached on each side wall if such sup 
port is desired. At the same time it should be emphasized 
that the protective device can be usedwithout any sup 
porting elements mounted on side walls 27 and 34.v ‘For 
example, on a sandy base, such as a beach, the side walls 
could be forced down into the sand thereby supporting 
themselves. However, supports62 will be found helpful, 
particularly if a strong wind is blowing against the walls. 

In the foot element 62 shown in Fig. l a foot member 
64- is attached to hinge 63 and projects outwardly there 
from in operable position. A circular shaped foot pad 66 
is fastened at the outer end of member 64 to give a larger 
supporting surface. A brace 67‘is loosely ‘connected at 
one end to the outer end of member 64 and angles ‘up 
wardly toward wall 34 terminating at a hook 70 which 
can be selectively connected to any one of a plurality of 
loops 68 fastened in side wall 34. Due to the hinged 
connection 63 brace 67 can be detached from loop 68 
and the element 62 folded flat against side wall 34. 
Another embodiment showing a foot element appears 

in Fig. 5 where a hinge 69 is used in the same manner as 
in Fig. 1. Foot element 71 comprises a foot member 72 
extending from hinge 69 with a brace member 73 hingedly 
connected at the outer end of foot member 72. A rail 74 
is fastened to the outside of side wall 34 and includes a 
runner 76 slidably mounted therein and having a loop 77 
for engagement with a hook 75 on the end of brace 73. 
A wing nut 78 is threadedly engaged with runner 76 and 
in contact with-rail 74 so that tightening of wing nut 78 
will lock runner 76 in any selected position along rail 74. 
Element 71 can alsogbe folded ?at along side wall 34 
by loosening wing nut 78 and allowing runner 76 to move 
to the top of rail 74. . 

Still another embodiment showing a foot element ap 
pears in. Fig. 6 where a sliding stake element 31 is used 
to penetrate the surface on which the protective device 
is placed. Stake element 81 comprises a shaft 82 having 
a point 83 at one end and an internally formed slot 84 
at the other end. A threaded pin 86 is mounted in wall 
27 to project either on the outside or inside of the wall 
and is illustrated in Fig. 6 as projecting on the inside of 
side wall 27. Pin ‘86 passes through slot 84 .and has a 
wing nut 87 threaded thereon so that stake 81 can be 
selectively locked in any'desired vertical position with re‘ 
spect to side wall 27. ' 1 
The foot element embodiments 62 and 71 shown in 

‘Figs. 1 and 5 can be used on any surface although they 
maybe particularly practical where the ‘surface is difficult 
to penetrate, such 'as hard ground, stone' or concrete. 
The'ernbodiment 81 shownin Fig. 6' would ,beparticularly, 
useful in s'oft'gr'ound or sand to aid-in supporting the’ 
protective device. 1 ' . . .. 

.IA screened-‘enclosure 91 may be formed‘ 1n each side 
7 wall 27 and '34, as shown in Fig. l, to‘ permit ventilation 

to‘pa'ss through the ‘side walls and’ over thep'individual 
rcclin'inginside. ¥ lf "ventilation" is not; desired, this 
screened enclosure can be covered-by ?aps 92 {mounted 

_;on‘hinges (notshownlon the inside of the ‘*side walls. 
When the enclosures 91 are‘ open, ,?aps 92m‘ locked in 
upward'open position by pivoted latches 93L - ~ ' - 

,_,Another embodiment of the protective ‘and reflective 
' f device'isfshown in Fig. 9 where it is used ;on' an elevated 

‘ ‘ gem-2 and structure shown asfia got 191 havingv crossed l‘e 
itl3h'andv horizontal projecting pans-4104., The, same. 
numbers are used inv Fig. .9‘ to designate‘ elements similar 
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to elements appearing in the embodiment shown in Fig. 
l. Openings or cut out sections 196 are formed in end 
panels 218, 31, 36 and 39 so that the entire unit when 
piaccd on cot 101 will be supported on projections 104. 
When the protective device is used on an elevated struc 
ture, as the illustrated cot 101, the device will be con 
structed of a size to conform to the shape of the cot 
where the cot will be of a type having the projecting 
horizontal portions 104. 
When the protective and re?ective device shown in 

Fig. 1 is in use, the walls may be pitched or maintained 
relatively perpendicular to the ground surface. When 
the walls are not pitched relative to the ground the inter 
sccting or pitching means are only used to associate the 
front and side walls, but in this position some re?ection 
or increased intensity of the light rays will be available. 
However, when the walls are pitched ‘by using the pitching 
means, greater bene?cial effect of the re?ection of the 
light rays off the walls will be realized. To' adjust the 
walls 29, 27 and 34 of the embodiment shown in‘Fig. l 
to a pitched position wing nuts 49 and S1 of pitching 
means 33 are loosened. vOnly the operation of pitching 
means 33 will be described, it» being understood that 
pitching means 41 operates in the same manner. The 
walls 20' and 27 are then pitched out and pins 47 and 
48 will slide in slots 44 and 46 to the desired position. 
A small degree of pitch may be established, such as 
shown in Fig. 2 or the maximum pitch utilized, as shown 
in Fig. 3, and the wing nuts 49 and 51 thereupon tight 
ened to lock the walls in the desired pitched ‘position. 
Foot elements, such as the preferred embodiment 71 
shown in Fig. 5, are then’ adjusted by sliding runners 76 in 
rails 74 to the corresponding desired position where 
members 72 will be horizontal to the surface. Foot ele 
ments 71 are the preferred embodiment as the runners 
76 can be selectively locked in an in?nite number of 
positions whereas foot elements 62. shown in Fig. l are 
restricted in their various positions to the number of loops 
fastened‘ to wall '34., -- ' 
The pitched positions of the walls are more clearly 

shown by the dash dotted lines in Fig. 4 where side wall 
27 is s'hownin approximately the same positions estab 
lishedby the corner pitching means 33 in Figs. 2 and 3. 
When it is desired to fold up the protective device for 

easy portability, the foot elements 71, if they are being 
used, are ?rst vfolded up alongside the walls 27 ‘and 34, 
and the corner means 33 and 41 are-placed in the un 
pitched position shown in Fig. 1. Free end panels .31 
and 39‘ are'then folded outwardly on hinges 52 "and 53, 
respectively, up against'intermediate panels 30‘ and 38, 
respectively. The two sets of panels '30, 31 and 38, 39 
are then’ folded inwardly on hinges 54 and 55, respec 
tively, upagainst intermediate panels 29 and"37,' respec 
tively. J The two sets of‘panels 29‘, 3t), 31 and 37, 38, 39 
are then folded outwardly on hings 5'7 and 58, respec 

' tively, 'up against end panels 28 and 36', respectively. 

60 

' whereit will belnoticed that a: handle 131»is mounted on‘ ' 

710 

The vt'w'o setsofpanels 28, 29, 30,131 and 36, 37, 38,39 
are then folded inwardly on hinges 59‘and the‘ hinges 
(‘not shown)v on corner means 41, respectively, up against 
front panels‘ 22' and 23,“respect'ively'. _ 'The' two sets, of 
panels 2-2, 28, .29, 30,31hand23, 36,137, 38, 39' are ‘then 
folded inwardlylon" hinges 24"a'nd- 25, respectively, about 
center-bar 21 to ‘form afcompact portableunines shown 

65 in Fig. 8.’ ' ~ ' i ‘ ' " 

.inf Fig-T7 wherevthe devicevis'illustrated in partly folded 
The direction offfolding clearly shown byihe 

position. The completelyi'folded unitappear'sin Big. 8. 

center bai'i "21-v for‘. ease in carrying. ‘Fastening ,means 
- l?zzconnects panels 22 and;23 to "prevent thie'devicefrom 
opening in‘, closed position; and 'c'oinpris’esla 109p‘, 133, 

' wwhich‘rhay'be leather, fastenedjto ‘panel 22‘ and a book 

75 

134 fastened to .panel to f?t'i-through and engage _an 
opening inthe ‘end of‘loop 133. 'Aplilft?ity of fastening 
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means 132 can be used, if desired, spaced along end 
panels 22 and 23. 

It is understood that the open shape of the protective 
device is not limited to the shape shown in Fig. 1. Var 
ious other combinations of folded panels can be used. 
The particular embodiments of the invention illus 

trated and described are to be considered illustrative 
only. The present invention includes such other modi 
=?cations and equivalents as may readily occur to those 
skilled in the art, within the scope of the appended claims. 

It is claimed and desired to secure by Letters Patent: 
1. A protective and re?ective device constructed for 

placement on the ground comprising a plane surface re 
?ective front wall having a predetermined length, a pair 
of side walls, each of said side walls being connected to 
hinged corner portions connecting said side walls and said 
front wall, said side walls extending outwardly from said 
front wall along the ground, said corner portions located 
at the intersection of said walls and having hinge con 
nections, each of said portions having slots formed 
therein, and means mounted on said walls for selective, 
engagement with said slots for determining the pitch of 
said walls relative to the ground, said walls being hinged 
in sections and arranged to collapse upon themselves to 
form a compact portable unit. 

2. A protective and re?ective device constructed for 
placement on the ground comprising a front wall having 
a predetermined length and positioned to form an angle 
with the ground, a pair of side walls, each of said side 
walls being connected at one end with an end of said 
front wall and extending outwardly therefrom along the 
ground, said side walls diminishing in height toward their 
free ends, corner portions located at the intersection of 
said walls, each of said portions comprising a pair of 
hinged together triangular shaped parts having an elon 
gated slot formed therein, each of said parts pivotally 
mounted on one of said walls, holding means mounted 
on said walls and selectively engageable along said slots 
for determining variations in pitch of said walls relative to 
the ground, and elements associated with said walls and 
adapted to be placed in contact with the ground for main 
taining said walls in said pitched position, said walls 
hinged in sections and adapted to collapse upon them 
selves to form a compact portable unit. 

3. A protective and re?ective device as set forth in 
claim 2 in which said elements comprise slotted stakes 
slidably mounted on said walls and fastening means as 
sociated with said walls being operable to maintain said 
stakes in a selected vertical position with respect to said 
walls. 

4. An outdoor protective and re?ective device con 
structed for placement on the ground comprising a front 
wall having a predetermined length greater than its height 
and positioned to form an angle with the ground, a pair 
of side walls, each of said side walls associated at one 
end of said front wall and extending outwardly therefrom 
along the ground, said side wall diminishing in height 
toward their free ends, corner portions located at the in 
tersections and pivotally mounted along the bottom edge 
of said walls with slots formed therein, holding means 
integral with said walls and slidably positioned in said 
slots for selective engagement therewith for determining 
variations in pitch of said walls relative to the ground, 
elements hingedly mounted on said walls and projecting 
outwardly therefrom along the ground, each of said ele 
ments having a member pivotally mounted on its free 
end and extending upwardly and adapted for selective 
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engagement along the outside of said walls to maintain 
said walls in one of said selected pitched positions, said 
walls, portions and elements hinged to be folded upon 
themselves to form a compact portable unit. 

5. An outdoor protective and re?ective device con 
structed for placement on the ground comprising a front 
wall having a predetermined length greater than its height 
and positioned'to form an angle with the ground, said 
front wall‘ including va center bar with a hinged front 
panel on either side, a pair of side walls, each of said 
side walls associated with one end of each of said hinged 
panels and including a plurality of hinged side panels di— 
minishing in height toward their free ends, corner por 
tions located at the intersections and pivotally mounted 
along the bottom edge of said walls with arced slots form 
ing therein, holding means integral with said walls and 
slidably positioned in said slots for selective engagement 
therewith for determining variations in pitch of said Walls 
relative to the ground, elements hingedly mounted on said 
walls and projecting outwardly therefrom along the 
ground, each of said elements having a member pivotally 
mounted on its outward free end and extending upwardly 
and inwardly for selective engagement along the outside 
or" said walls to maintain said walls in one of said selected 
pitched positions, said hinged side panels foldable upon 
themselves onto each of said hinged front panels and 
said front panels foldable about said center bar to form 
a compact portable unit, a carrying handle mounted on 
said center bar and fastening means associated with the 
ends of said side panels to maintain said unit in folded 
position. 

6. An outdoor protective and re?ective device as set 
forth in claim 5 in which said walls are formed of light 
weight metal. 

7. An outdoor protective and re?ective device con 
structed for placement on the ground comprising a front 
wall having a predetermined length, a pair. of side walls, 
each of said side walls being connected at one end to 
an end of said front wall and extending outwardly there 
from along the ground, corner portions located at the 
intersection of said walls and hingedly associated for 
180° swinging movement of one relative to one other, 
each of said portions having a pair of hinged together 
triangular shaped parts having an elongated slot formed 
therein, each of said parts pivotally mounted on one of 
said walls, holding means mounted on said walls and 
selectively engageable along said slots for determining 

‘ variations in pitch of said walls relative to the ground, 
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and elements associated with said walls and adapted to 
be placed in contact with the ground for maintaining said 
walls in said pitched position, said walls hinged in sec 
tions and adapted to collapse to form a compact portable 
unit. 
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